GT DUMMY SASH LOK is a dummy sash retention system which, when fitted in the appropriate numbers and position, quickly and simply fits dummy sashes in window frames.

This product will also assist the window to meet the requirements of PAS23/24. The clip set assembly comprises of frame assembly and sash assembly. A plastic profile related moulding, a steel locking plate and a reinforced top plate for the outer frame. A plastic profile related moulding and a key plate for the sash.

GT Dummy-Sash Lok may be used on PVCu, Aluminum and Timber windows.

Assembly into a frame is quick improving the specification of the window. It also allows for factory glazed sashes to be removed on site for frame fitting purposes which greatly reduces the fitting time.

Removing the sash is made easy. Never has this been achievable with current methods of fixing fully glazed dummy sashes.

The operation of removing the sash when required is simplified by the release tool on the inside of the frame/sash as shown in the diagrams opposite.